
Lesson 4 Cosmic Light 

Renovation of the Earth 
Let us see God's 
light". (Gen.1:3) 
sun. The word f 

God restored the earth that was in chaotic stage for an indefinite simply said "Let t 

period. The account we have in Genesis chapter 1, verse 2 onwards light". This was r 

is not about the original creation, but about God's restoration of to function only 

the chaotic earth to make it habitable for man. The flood of Noah's the light on the fi 

time was only local and affected only that section of the world, We know that ele 
whereas the chaotic condition of the Pre-Adamic earth was been in the atmc 
tremendous in its impact. When God wanted to restore the earth learned how to 
to a habitable condition, He began by reversing the process He Light that was sn 
took to make it uninhabitable. Do you remember what was done God generated a• 
to fling the earth in to chaotic condition? Light was withdrawn; of the earth and 
then darkness came and temperature dropped; then ice covered vaporous clouds t 
the surface of the earth. For restoration God reversed the same verse 4 says "Go 
procedure: first, light appeared, ice melted and land appeared. the Light from th 

The first day 
darkness He calle 

God separated di 
God did the work of restoration in six periods of longer or shorter the beginning of 
duration. The Hebrew word translated "day" may mean either a 	

- this would be the 
day of twenty four hours or a Longer period of time. In Genesis interprets it, 	"D 
2:4, it refers to the entire creative period, not a solar day of twenty what do righteou 
four hours as we generally think." The day of God's wrath" in fellowship can Iii  
Job. 20:28 and "The day that is coming" in Malachi.4:1 speak about between Christ ai 
the day of the Lord, i.e.. about the day of judgement. Both Moses 
and Peter have said about the day in almost the same manner that God called darkni 

"a thousand years in God's sight are Like a day (Ps.90:4) and "with what He was goit 

the Lord a day is like a thousand years and a thousand years like a principles there 

day" (2 Peter.3:8) We may cite ano 

From these verses we can arrive at a conclusion that God did His darkness came ui 

work of restoration in an unspecified but long period of time, days whereas Isra 

certainly longer than the six solar days. Similarly the phrase More interesting[)  

"evening and morning" is a figure of speech for beginning and Egyptians and Isr 

ending of a particular task. other side of the 

uI 





Note: We must understand that the day and night mehtioned 
here are not our common day and night. For the solar 
day began only on the fourth day; but even before that 
God commanded light in to the atmosphere. Even before 
night fell there was darkness on the face of the deep. 
This darkness was caused due to the sin of Lucifer. In 
the original earth darkness was not in existence, even 
as it will be the same in the eternal future (Rev.22:5) 

Exercise 

1. What did God do when He wanted to restore the earth to 
a habitable condition ? 

2. How long was the work of restoration? How did God plan 
it? 

M. V. :Ps. 104:7-9 
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The Second Day 

And God said "L 

separate water fr 
the water under 

so. So God callec 

We have already 

and the water si 

clouds up above. 
waters beneath 

the expanse, sky 

Scientists have fc 
earth. They ar 

App(etonsphere 

Ionosphere, and 
harmful sunrays. 

The Third Day: I 

"And God said "L 

place, and let dry 

ground, land and 

saw that it was 

vegetation: seed 
fruit with seed in 

so. The land pro( 

to their kinds an( 

their kinds. And 

This is simply a 

submerged the F 
but a resurrectio 

trees are called 
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